
Jear 	liughes, 	 5/11/92 

You ask about my :mbLica4J..on/nonpublication of pictures. 

When I published the first books I wan broke 4ind. in debt and could not afford to, 

so although I used so:::e in the first two books, not an many as I'd have liked. 

I have used thou where I have them and regard them as essential. But not merely for 

sensational or dramatic purposes. lie you'll see in Post Vortem. 

tinny of the pictures do not have the significance at'2ibuted to them by those who 

palm theories off as fact. hand t is includes the book* you mention in your letter. Some 

of those theory-ex 'loiter:: keew they were baseless. But they sold them anyway, one in 

particular for quite a sum. 

as a general comment, the crime iteolf was never really investigated and wasn't 

intended to be. There thus are not factual leads to be followed and thus no factual basis 

for theorizing Esc/ solution. 

In 1966 I thought otherwise but it was not long before I re-a.ized that we could 

do cue bond thinking only to oldninnto, that ';hero were just too many who could have 

seen benefit to getting rid of ay., or totting LBJ. 

Thanks and best Althea, 

/(t(,(7.V: 

Harold Weisberg 



Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road, 
Frederick, MD 21701 

05-05-92 

Dear Mr. Weisberg; 

Having received my shipment yesterday from you, I started immediately with 

Whitewash II. After reading the first 42 pages and having you refer to the "original" 

Whitewash, I must submit my order for this book as well. 

1 must admit, that when I talked to you on the phone last month, I was not aware of 

how you referred to one book from the next. With this understanding, I now am 

requesting a copy of WhilemasA: 

With the last order I submitted to you, I requested that you autograph these books and 

you so very kindly did so and I appreciate it very much. I am asking that you again 

autograph this copy I am ordering today as well. 

I do have one question that I am not clear on. The Photographic Whitewash has 
virtually no photo's of the pictures taken during this time and I am curious to know if 

you have ever published the photo's that you have in your possession. I would suspect 

that these would be of immense interest to the public. 

I have recently read various books from Groden, Lifton, McDonald, Livingston and Dr. 

Crenshaw. I have spent many hours in the public Library scanning through the Warren 

Commission documents and outside of several actual cases that I am investigating of 

crimes that have occurred in my jurisdiction, I am totally frustrated as to why the 

notorious "ACLU" can continually mess up the Criminal Justice System (such as they 

did in the Harris execution recently) even more than our Legislators have and no one 

has ever attempted to bring justice to the name of Lee Harvey Oswald. 

In just a few pages of the first book that I have received from you Mr. Weisberg, It is 

obvious to the most casual observer (reader) that you have done your homework. 

These books from you, autographed, will have a place of honor in my library and will 

be passed from generation to generation in this family. Thank you so very much for 
you interest and dedication to this very ugly subject. 

fully 

. Hughes 
.A95 Toronto Ln 
Concord., Ca 94520 


